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All good things come to an end they say and Eureka!NEWS agrees. It’s had
a nice run in this pdf format but now it will give way for something different
in 2022. Will all previous issues stay up on the website? For now – Yes.

“Concorde … it reminds us all that we can do extraordinary things.”
Do you remember the visceral excitement watching
one of these magnificent metal birds land and drop its
nose? Has a more beautiful object ever been invented
in the history of mankind? That’s arguable. Built in the
1960s as part of a joint venture between the United
Kingdom and France, Concorde was a supersonic
passenger-carrying commercial aeroplane. Travelling
at twice the speed of sound, these sleek, delta-winged
aircraft could make the trip from London to New York in
3.5 hours or London to Cape Town 8.8 hours. As a
significant and remarkable achievement in aviation
technology and design, Concorde became a symbol
of speed and luxury. Only 14 Concorde aircraft went
into service before, for various reasons, including one
horrendous crash, it was retired by both countries in
2003. You can see one at Paris-Le Bourget airport, in the
National Air and Space Museum of France.
This photo of Concorde was taken at a speed of 2,448
km/h in April 1985 by a Royal Air Force pilot during the 4
minutes they flew side by side over the Irish Sea, before
the fighter jet had just enough fuel to return to base.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9bVFkDhGPE 5,39

Concorde … a timeless salute to invention and innovation.
As a non-profit organisation we are dependent on the loyalty of our members to
sustain our efforts to communicate and promote the relevance and importance
of what the Institute does. It’s easy – just go to the website www.iii.org.za visit the
membership page, read all about it if you need to then fill out the form and
submit it from there. You can also use this form to subscribe to our site and get alerts. Do it. You win.

Eureka!MEET on 10th November was very interesting!
More questions than those asked were answered about protecting ideas and inventions and
intellectual property. Important information for Inventors.
Rina Gunter of Gunter Attorneys (est. 2011) is a patent attorney and Metallurgical and Chemical
Engineer. She has a slew of business and
professional awards and around 27 years of
concentrated experience in the intricate field of IP
law … so who better to turn to, to have our
members’ IP questions answered.
This report back means you have to do some work … as for the commentary you
will need to listen to the podcast (see ink below) as what we have done is note
down the questions she spoke to. Of course as much as Rina could answer she did,
but you need to remember that she didn’t have more context than that given and was not able to
interact with the inventor personally. Still – we learnt oh so much. YOU MUST seek your own professional
advice if you need specific answers to your IP questions.
Here is the link to the podcast – but remember that because it was Zoom meeting, visuals are not available.

https://youtu.be/ZmAc5Bj6Ct0
1. I have a successful product already on the market which was fully patented in SA approximately 5 years ago.
Based on its success, I would now like to explore foreign markets (UK, USA, Germany/Europe, Australia etc) and
want to know if my SA patent will protect me or if I need to file a patent or protect my product in these foreign
countries.
Is there one world-wide patent which protects a product universally or do I need to take out a patent in each
country? I would not have the funds to do this, so if my SA Patent does not cover me, do you suggest I choose
just one ‘foreign’ country and patent it there? What if it is copied by others? Do I have any protection at all
anywhere because the product has been patented anyway?
2. How important is it to get drawings and photos and pictures and illustrations right for PPAs and Patents?
Do you need them all, I mean, what is best, drawings or photos? My lawyer told me that if I wanted to apply for
a provisional patent myself to save on costs, that I should at least invest some money and let him check the
drawings because they cannot be changed later if I have left something out (even though it is obviously for the
same product). He also said that if I wanted to get a full patent later this would also affect it and may even
disqualify me from doing so? I don’t have any money.
3. My PPA which I did myself with the CIPC is about to run out on 18th December.
I am still waiting for quotes on making the board for my board game which includes printing and I am afraid
someone may steal my idea. Can I file for another PPA for my game? I did speak to a lawyer a while ago who
said I could not get a full patent because there were similar games already on the market in Australia and New
Zealand.
4. Where can I get a ‘legal’ NDA if I do not go to a lawyer?
If I do go to a lawyer, can I use the NDA I sign with the lawyer for other people (manufacturers, printers, designers
and so on?) If I have paid the lawyer, does the NDA belong to me? Must each person sign their own NDA? What
happens if I live faraway from the factory and can’t get the NDAs signed personally? Is there another way of
making sure that people don’t steal my ideas?
5. Do I have to patent my prototypes to protect my idea?
So far I have done all the work myself, but now I need to get help from other people. How can I protect my idea
and my work? My product is a series of fluffy toys and while there are many similar products on the market, there
is nothing exactly like mine.
6. I want to patent my new braai sauce. Is this possible?
I think my best market will be in South Africa and our neighbouring countries like Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia,
Lesotho and Swaziland. How safe is my patent if I patent in South Africa? And then what about the rest of Africa?
If I can find funding I may go international but not for now. Should I go for a full patent straightaway or will a
provisional one be okay?

7. I did a search on Google and I found patents for products that are similar to mine. Does this mean I cannot
patent my idea and that I should give it up?
I invented an educational language game which uses part of Trivial Pursuit (questions) and Scrabble (word
building) and Monopoly (moving around the edge of the board) but has an original design for the game board
and different rules. It also uses dice for the players to move.
8. Is a Patent attorney the same as a Licensing attorney? Or rather, can a Patent attorney also be a general
practice attorney or must I get two different attorneys?
Can a Patent attorney draw up a Licensing Agreement and negotiate on my behalf with the company if I sell
my idea. Can a Patent attorney get me good royalty rate and ensure payments? If I cannot afford to pay for
attorney’s fees, do Patent attorneys accept equity in a product as a form of payment? Is this legal?
9. What does “in the pubic domain” mean?
Also, if my best friend knows about my idea, can he copy it even though everyone knows it was my idea? And
what happens when a group of us at school have to work together in a team (I am the leader of the group),
whose idea is it then? Who is allowed to patent the results? We are supposed to come up with a solution for
delivering hot food to schools on time. I have designed a hot box.
10. I am currently working for a company and I have signed a document stating that they own all my work and
that I have no ownership of any work I do (clothing and sportswear designs) while I am employed by them.
I designed my friend’s matric dance dress last year and this was not a part of my job. Can I protect this design
somehow without my company owning it? I do not want to cheat on my company I just want to know my rights.
I think it will be unfair if the company says they own my matric dance dress design which I did after hours and not
at work.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you GIFT Ambassadors.
Youth Inventors Aurelie Arekion from Mauritius and Robert Zicman from the UK
Such a nice international touch!
_____________________________________________________________

Sorry for you if you didn’t join us for CLUBNight! on 17th November!
Benjamin Harrison is a Product Developer, author, artist, lifelong entrepreneur, and the creator of
SmartPitch, a programme that teaches independent inventors how to use LinkedIn professionally. He
is also the author of ‘LinkedIn for Licensing’ which has also been featured in publications like
Entrepreneur, Inc., Vintage Guitar and No Treble Magazines … AND he came to talk to us and share
his knowledge and experience. Wow. To quote one of our Zoomers “It was really interesting and easy
to absorb, I couldn’t listen hard enough! Thank you so much Benjamin, first stop is
to check and improve my own profile!”
To top it all too, he was joined by fellow specialists and inventors Michelle Morrison
(Ohio, USA) and Warren Wilson (Australia) who just added so much more to the
message. So what was the message? Well in his chatty way Benjamin covered a lot
of ground and said a lot about how to use LinkedIn to promote your Invention Idea.
Using LinkedIn ‘properly’ is about so much and there are many facets to it. Learn as
much as you can and as Dr Seuss said “Oh the places you’ll go.”
First things first – check your own profile and if you don’t have one yet, get one up as soon as you can
– nobody wants to do business with an unknown person these days and you can be sure that if you
reach out to anyone, one of the first actions they will take is to check your profile to see who you are.
It’s easy enough to establish a professional LinkedIn Profile, present your best self – it is your personal
sell sheet – and you will want people to understand the benefits of communicating and working with
you after they have read your profile. It takes time to build up a ‘good’ profile and to start there are
five main areas to consider and work on … the rest can come later. Straightaway have a pertinent
 Background illustration, something that supports who and what you are. Next your  Photo must
show your face, smile please and should be a professional shot. Avatars are not smart here, people
(like you) want to deal with people. If it is a company LI profile, of course your company logo works.
Next have a clear and descriptive  ‘Job’ title. You can only have one LinkedIn profile, so if yours

relates to the work you do you can add ‘Innovation Product Developer’ or something similar. Next
attend to the  About section. Do not leave this blank. It’s your story, it’s who you are, it’s your narrative
of how you have arrived at where you are in your life and career. Lastly curate your  Activity. Be
active, be positive, your reputation is on show! Share, re-share post messages, comment on other posts
made by those in (or not yet) your network (remember you are surrounding yourself with like-minded
people so keep building your network).
Be detailed, work with care, be nice, be courteous, keep your profile up-to-date and current, be
truthful, take part, avoid negative input and commentary, work the LI platform … your good profile
will make others want to deal with you. Be mindful too – you are in complete control of your profile –
nobody can add or remove information so what you put up, you put up. What you do, you do.
So how can you use LinkedIn to ‘sell’ or pitch your invention idea to companies? Well as much as
people might be checking you out, this is what you can do. Don’t waste your time investigating the
wrong companies … and they would be wrong if they were not a good fit for your product. Of course
there are other reasons too like no activity, or being too big or too small (go for the medium sized ones)
Spend your research time well, identify the right people to speak to and generally you won’t go wrong
by ‘speaking’ to Marketing or Sales Managers. Other ideas to investigate further include:
Getting multiple scripts ready – know what you want to say for different occasions; keeping them short
and to the point; and being polite. Remember the written word is different from the spoken word, so
watch what you write, being friendly is one thing, being familiar another. Everybody’s time is as precious
to them as yours is to you; respect that and let your communications reflect this. Follow-up in a timely
fashion and do what you say you are going to do, in ‘sales’ your word is your bond.
Oh dear! We’ve run out of space in this newsletter for this report back! There was more discussion like
using LinkedIn for networking and tips for pitching to companies, but please check out the links below.
For an excellent source of information to support the ideas above watch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nmEO8JqNtE May 2021 IGA meeting with Benjamin and Acquino
- Learn the right way to pitch using LinkedIn and Overcome your fear of pitching. 1hr.23mins

Thank you Benjamin and Friends – we asked for some magic and we got it!
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/283810 Stephen Key (Oct 2016) speaks about the success
Inventor, now InventRight Coach, Ryan Diez had by using LinkedIn. The advice and information offered
is just as fresh today as it was then. Be sure to follow the links if you are serious about being an inventor!

The Delicious and Nutritious
K-12 Food Challenge
for a Sell Sheet and Marketing
Campaign now closes on
January 6th 2022
How are you doing on your entry?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQRcZIwI2O4

18mins
There is still time for a young person in your life to join in!

The next GLOBAL INNOVATION FIELD TRIP is over the weekend of 15/16 January 2022.
You already know how succesful the October GIFT was – so are you going to join in
now? We have secured ten places for South Africa on this amazing 24-hour live
streamed multi-cultural, and multi-country celebration of young Inventors and
Educators from around the world presenting services, ideas and solutions to
challenges seeking solutions. Do you want to make a presentation? Call 0726643749
or send an email to celeste@iii.org.za to get any information you need.

The world is waiting to hear what you have to say!

When last did you visit our website? Hopefully not too long ago and
there you will see we are beginning to add some very interesting
information for Young Inventors. They have their own page! There are
already links to more information about recent info and we’ll be
telling you more about interesting things to do and challenges to
enter, a quarterly newsletter, competitions, publications and events
to get you inventing and keep you inventing. In the meantime here is
a really good quote from George Bernard Shaw to get you thinking:
“If you have an apple and I have an apple and we exchange these apples then you and I will
still each have one apple. But if you have an idea and I have an idea and
we exchange these ideas, then each of us will have two ideas.”
Why do you think Kids are full of good ideas? How do you come up with ideas? One good thing that
will come out of the YOUNG INVENTORS page is that while Inventing is fun, it’s also hard work and K-12
Kids will learn and teach themselves about the invention process all the time.
Time Kid of the year 2020 - 2021https://time.com/5916772/kid-of-the-year-2020/?amp=true

INVENTIVE minds at work ...
From Chile – a non-plastic plastic bag that dissolves in water!
Soluble plastic 60 secs I Spanish with English subtitles.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqn_5QvawP0 then FYI watch Solubag 39 secs I English:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L24Iyvz6J5A
Time magazine has just unveiled its Best inventions of 2021, celebrating 100
innovations changing how we live, and featuring cutting-edge technology from
disability-friendly hands-free sneakers, a supersonic plane, to Covid-19 vaccines . Here
is something for South Africa to aspire to … maybe we will be on this eminent list in 2022
when ‘they’ select their top one hundred inventions or innovations?
https://time.com/collection/best-inventions-2021/

When you need to get passed a gatekeeper …

Few senior managers take telephone calls directly these days, and
for several reasons, one of which being that they are just too busy.
When you run into a gatekeeper who is that someone who stands in
your way of reaching the right person or the decision maker, what
do you do? How can you get past them? Politely. But more than
that, your job as an inventor includes building up relationships with
so many different parties … and Gatekeepers probably top the list. Make friends with the
gatekeeper, build relationships, gather information, treat them with respect and they will be the
secret in your pocket that gets you places surprisingly easily! Be clear about the purpose of your call
and whatever you do, don’t follow the advice in the silly joke above! Your reputation is on show.



The creative power of your intuition
Great ideas are like electricity -- they snap into sharp focus and
sprint from place to place. What's the best way to capture them?
Bozoma Saint John, Chief Marketing Officer at Netflix, makes a compelling case to move
away from an overreliance on data when making big decisions -- and calls on us all to tap
into the power of our intuition and become creative trailblazers.
https://www.ted.com/talks/bozoma_saint_john_the_creative_power_of_your_intuition?utm_campaign=daily&u
tm_content=image__2021-11-05&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter_daily#t-729979 Nov 2021 12,12

Where would we be without the image of a light bulb?

Pitch-it to the Panel™
Unlock the potential of your Invention Idea!
The next PITTP™ session is on Saturday 19th February 2022
Here there is a confidential focused meeting of minds where members are
able to speak to a panel of experts - all subject specialists - who can offer
the kind advice and guidance that Innovators and Inventors need.
Click on the Events/Services page on the website www.iii.org.za read all about it,
meet the panelists too – and note, because this meeting is run via Zoom anyone
from anywhere in the world is welcome to participate.

MEMBERSHIP? Oh so easy – join, pay R375 once for LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP then reap the benefits of
associating with interesting, smart and inventive people! Go here: www.iii.org.za
Early Bird payment for PITTP™ up to 10 February is R625, thereafter it is R750.

“It’s a terrible thing, I think, in life, to wait until you’re ready. I have this feeling
that no-one is ever ready to do anything. There is almost no such thing as ready.
There is only now." Hugh Laurie, English Actor, author, comedian.
On the first three Wednesdays of the month via MeetUp and Zoom

KIDS CLUB
KIDS CLUB resumes on
2 February 2022

Hosted by Petra Rees
and Jose Ventura

Q&A with two specialist inventors …

First, Second and Third
Wednesdays of the month
17h30-18h30 SAST
We’re 6/7 hours ahead
of New York …

Load-shedding? No
electricity? It’s
always a possibility
so if you have
trouble connecting and you’re
using the right link, check up for
areas without power – lights-out
may be our problem.

Eureka!MEET
Hosted by III

THE INVENTION PROCESS
AND THE SKILLS YOU NEED
TO GET TO MARKET.
“The future belongs to
those I n v e n t o r s who
learn more skills
and combine them in
different ways.”
Next Eureka!MEET
9 February 2022

JANUARY

19th
2022

… ‘nuff said!

A sizzle video of note!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nwNXqeN6ERQ&t=28s
Nov 2021 51secs

CLUBNight!
Hosted by III

CLUBNight! resumes on
16 February 2022

Inventors Club Link – It’s also on the Website next to the HOME page link.
https://iii-org-za.zoom.us/j/93217339232?pwd=NVhQSmRFdkgrNkM5ME5zNTAzMnBMZz09

Totem pole for innovators
and inventors and makers and
creative others

INVENTION
harnessing your ideas
C R E A T E something T O D A Y

See the world come alive in your
hands. Start now.
Of course I am old enough
and clever enough to invent.

FOCUS
SOUTH AFRICAN INGENUITY AT
ITS BEST - AVAILABLE AND JUST
WHEN YOU NEED IT

The Toycoach.com is an educational resource for toy inventors,
entrepreneurs, students and industry professionals
and Azhelle Wade is the multi-patented Toy
Industry Executive who runs it. In this podcast she
discusses the new California law to empower
gender neutral toys. If you are working in this sector,
then the effort you put in to follow this information
will be worth it.
https://www.thetoycoach.com/podcast/the-california-law-toempower-gender-neutral-toys?format=amp
… and for those who attended CLUBNight! in October and listened
to Nancy Zwiers, it will add more grist to your mill. You will remember
the interesting chart that summarised the universally innate genderbased core play patterns of people. It’ll make you think!

“People want products that are fun and useful and
beneficial and add happiness to their lives and if you
can demonstrate that quickly you are likely to sell
more!” – Jim de Betta www.jimdebetta.com

PATIENCE

_______________________________________________________________________________
DISCLAIMER: The Institute of Inventors and Innovators makes no claims,
promises or guarantees about the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of
the contents of the EUREKA! newsletter and expressly disclaims liability for any
errors and omissions or use in or of the contents of this newsletter.
As always, make that what you read, see, or listen to
anywhere is fit for your own purpose.

Smart customers
demand the best

The tri-crescent and suns device; Institute of Inventors and Innovators; III; Pitch it to
the Panel; PITTP and EUREKA! are all trademarks of The Institute of Inventors and
Innovators.

A world that’s the lucky
recipient of ingenious, useful
life-saving and solved problems

OOES MAD MARTHA’S METHOD MAKE
MORE WITH LESS … YES

Inquisitive Curious
Relentless Researcher
Ready and Rearing to Go

PERSEVERING

THE INSTITUTE OF INVENTORS AND INNOVATORS
A Home for Inventors. Run by Inventors. Supporting Inventors.
info@iii.org.za 072 6643749 www.iii.org.za
The III is a full member of IFIA - the International Federation of
Inventors Associations.
Please visit www.ifia.com to catch up on global news, views and events.
Share your ideas and suggestions with us – we’d love to hear from you.
Email info@iii.org.za or call 072 6643749

CoMmOn SeNsE
Have a chocolate or a piece of cake!
INNOVATIONRULESOKAY
Geeks United
Iteratively speaking no. Oh.
So does that mean I have to start again?

This is the final issue of Eureka!NEWS. In 2022, look out for our quick-to-read posts all over the place! Cheers now
© 2021/2022 Institute of Inventors and Innovators

